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Executive Summary
For the last few decades, the storage industry has focused on decreasing the cost per
terabyte while increasing capacity and performance, but little has been done to make
the enterprise use of storage any smarter. File systems such as CIFS/SMB and NFS were
designed to provide an easily understandable, shared model that emulated the simplicity of a filing cabinet, with multiple drawers and folders for storing data. This may have
worked in the past, but in today’s extended IT environment, traditional file systems lack
the metadata capabilities necessary to provide deeper context and enable programmatic management of unstructured data. With storage growth expected to continue
unabated for the foreseeable future, businesses really need a better model for classifying, organizing and utilizing data that spans multiple clouds to provide common policy
enforcement and ensure long-term information value.

Key Findings
The metadata capabilities of object storage offer detailed information about data content and
ownership. This supports the creation of comprehensive, business-specific policies for managing
data access, worldwide governance, data protection and legal compliance of unstructured data
that can span multiple geographical locations and public cloud providers.
Most cloud storage providers – such as AWS, Microsoft, IBM, Rackspace and Google – have adopted object as the primary storage platform for unstructured data, making object storage the
common denominator for hybrid cloud applications.
The increasing use of unstructured data in the form of text-based and log information, machine
and sensor data, and rich media files is changing the definition of mission-critical data, and the
traditional 'save everything' approach to data storage is counter-productive in terms of the growing cost of storage, not to mention the potential liability for maintaining outdated or toxic data.
There are significant differences between object storage platforms that involve their native user
interfaces, as well as the specific nature of the metadata being collected. These differences can
make it difficult to seamlessly migrate data from one object storage platform to another, so it’s
important to consider cross-cloud platform compatibility as part of the evaluation process.
Industry-wide recognition of the value of metadata as an organizational model is very low at
present, in part because legacy storage platforms didn’t need or support its creation.
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Unstructured Data is the New Mission-Critical Data
For most enterprise IT environments, primary storage was built to protect the database information that constitutes a
substantial amount of highly transactional business data. However, the preservation of files and other unstructured data is
often piled on as an afterthought because IT was forced to adopt the policy of saving all business-related data due to lack
of better information about the contents. Unstructured data such as documents, media files and other user-created content
is mostly made up of separate entities with little or no context other than a nondescript file name and extension, plus a
handful of generic attributes established by the file system upon which it was created.
Today, unstructured data appears to be rapidly becoming the new mission-critical data. This premise is supported by data
from a Q1 2016 Voice of the Enterprise Storage poll (see Figure 1), which shows that unstructured data growth in the form of
file storage has surpassed that of traditional database data. What this poll doesn’t show is the likelihood that the data from
several of the other categories shown could also be added to the list of unstructured data. In addition, the growing interest
in IoT technology portends even greater growth of sensor and log data generated from manufacturing, retail, industrial,
transportation, consumer activity and other sources where metadata will greatly enhance the value of the raw data.

Figure 1: Storage Capacity Growth by Application
Q. Approximately how is your organization’s total storage capacity, including primary and backup/archive storage distributed across the
following applications/workloads
File Storage

19.9%

Database and Data Warehousing

13.0%

Email

12.4%

Other Business Applications

5.5%

Application Development and Test

5.2%

Enterprise Resource Planning (ERP)

5.1%

Industry-specific Applications

4.2%

Data Analytics/Business Intelligence

4.1%

Engineering/Research & Development (R&D)/Technical Computing

3.8%

Networking

3.6%

Security

3.4%

Big Data

3.3%

CRM/Sales and Marketing

3.3%

Web (Excluding Search)

3.0%

Virtual Desktop Infrastructure (VDI) and Mobility Management
Unified Collaboration and Productivity Apps
Systems Management and Orchestration
Media Streaming and Digital Publishing
Social Applications

Source: 451 Research, Voice of the Enterprise: Storage, Q1 2016

2.9%
2.7%
2.5%
1.4%
0.9%

This growth reflects a number of changes to the business computing environment in general, with an increasing amount
of extremely important data now being generated in the form of file-based work products and communications. Managing
this unstructured data growth is especially troublesome because existing storage technology doesn’t collect enough useful
information about the contents of the files themselves. This makes it very difficult for IT administrators to gauge the relative
importance of unstructured, file-based data, much less identify and eliminate toxic data such as copyrighted materials.
This problem can be substantially reduced for unstructured data with the addition of metadata that establishes content and
context. This has been addressed by object storage technology for decades, but only recently has the IT industry started to
understand the remarkable flexibility and management capabilities of what we term 'unified object.' These newest iterations
of object storage use metadata as the organizing principle for data management in the cloud, and massively extend the
scalability of all forms of storage media, as well as provide a rich-metadata framework that enables programmatic data
organization and management across all tiers of storage. As storage growth continues unabated, there is a real need for
metadata to manage that data growth long term, but the path to universal, rich-metadata adoption will be a challenge.
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Part of the challenge lies in the collection of useful metadata for existing data. This is a relatively simple process for text-based
data, but there are trillions of unstructured media files in existence today that have no, little or even questionable metadata,
and the challenge of building that metadata can be a substantial undertaking. Fortunately, the number of private and cloudbased options for metadata classification of legacy data is slowly growing, and we are only beginning to recognize the value
and importance of rich metadata as a tool for better organization and greater visibility across storage tiers.

Unstructured Data in the Cloud
The rise of cloud-based compute and storage services has revolutionized the IT industry more than nearly any other
advancement in business computing. The cloud storage consumption model is appealing because it offers features such
as on-demand availability, usage-based billing, virtually limitless scalability and very attractive pricing. Currently, most
cloud storage is stratified into two major use cases: flexible, high-performance block/file primary storage for cloud-based
production workloads, and multi-tiered object stores for secondary storage applications with more flexible performance
needs.

Figure 2: Two-Year Data-Movement Estimates
Q. Which deployment locations does your organization use for primary storage for the following workloads, today and in 2 years?

F I L E STO R AG E

DATA BAS E

EMAIL

Today n=167, In 2 Years n=157

Today n=166, In 2 Years n=152

Today n=171, In 2 Years n=157

On Prem
Today

On Prem
Colo
In 2 Years Today

Colo
MSP
In 2 Years Today

MSP
IaaS/PaaS
In 2 Years
Today

IaaS/PaaS SaaS
In 2 Years Today

SaaS
ITO
In 2 Years Today

ITO
In 2 Years

Source: 451 Research, Voice of the Enterprise: Storage, Q1 2016

The estimates for data movement illustrated in Figure 2 show a substantial shift in storage positioning for a number of
enterprise applications, and as dependence on these systems and features grows, cross-platform data management and
visibility become more complex, not less. Granted, the cloud delivery model is designed to mask that complexity from the
end user; it doesn’t actually eliminate it. There are substantial differences between public cloud storage vendors in the form
of dissimilar storage classes (tiers), APIs and metadata frameworks that must be mitigated to seamlessly move data from
one provider to another. A truly flexible hybrid cloud strategy should offer the freedom to move between services, as well
as provide unified and flexible policy-based management across multi-cloud platforms.
Public cloud is only part of the cloud storage equation; a hybrid cloud offering that seeks to align private cloud and public
cloud capabilities offers what may be the best combination of privacy, security, cost and performance for many enterprise
customers. The challenge there comes in choosing a private cloud storage platform that also offers the greatest flexibility
in making public cloud storage choices.
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New Options for On-Premises Storage
Today’s enterprise storage customer has several platforms to choose from when it comes to public and private cloud
storage options. In classic datacenter storage, there were usually only two:
Storage area network (SAN)

A dedicated, scale-up storage platform that combines the capacity of scores of
hard disks to deliver a dynamic pool of tier one, block-level storage that is delivered as logical units, which are mountable as bootable block devices similar to a
directly attached disk or RAID system.

Network-attached storage (NAS)

A dedicated, scale-up storage platform that combines the capacity capabilities
of a SAN with an embedded and optimized file system, such as SMB and NFS,
and delivers shareable volumes of file-based storage to client servers.

Now, there are two new midrange enterprise storage platforms that focus on delivering a combination of block, file and
object capabilities, as well as options for features such as Hadoop Distributed File System for analytics. These offer an
interesting alternative to monolithic storage systems.
Software-defined storage (SDS)

A scale-out dedicated platform designed to provide distributed storage based
on a combination of storage software, commodity server hardware and onboard
disk storage. These modular systems are based on x86 nodes that are then clustered in a scale-out model to provide dynamic pools of block, file, object and
other storage services to other systems.

Hyperconverged infrastructure (HCI)

Scale-out compute platforms that combine commodity server hardware and
onboard disk storage with SDS software and a virtualization stack to provide
modular application hosting capabilities and the integrated storage services
necessary to support them. .

The key difference between SDS and HCI is the inclusion of production workloads as part of the HCI model. As a whole,
the enabling technology for both SDS and HCI is the underlying storage software platform that provides both the frontend application connectivity and the back-end distributed data environment that enables data protection and system
resiliency that spans all the drives, nodes and clusters of the entire storage system.
There are several things that make both SDS and HCI very appealing for secondary, unstructured data applications. Aside
from the modular scalability and attractive pricing of the commodity hardware, most SDS platforms are based on a highly
flexible 'unified object' model that provides the intelligent abstraction layer and metadata capabilities necessary to support
next-generation data management. This flexibility is ideally suited for private cloud applications, as well as for storage
applications that go beyond the capabilities of traditional file and block storage systems.
Ultimately, modular SDS systems give customers the opportunity to begin an on-premises transition to metadata-based
unstructured data management on a much smaller scale, yet with the ability to scale out both performance and capacity
as necessary. HCI systems can offer similar capabilities, but adding virtualized workloads to the equation introduces
a performance variable that can be difficult to anticipate. Regardless, the availability of metadata capabilities is a major
positive for these two platforms.

Taking Storage into the Clouds
As mentioned earlier, there are a number of public cloud storage offerings that can provide block, file and object storage,
but there are also several variables among object-based cloud storage platforms that make the movement between clouds
a challenge. These differences can necessitate some form of export/ingest function to move data between object platforms,
and there’s a lack of a unified metadata model for business data that’s easily extensible, and no common model for policy
management for data that spans multiple clouds. AWS is the largest provider of public cloud services by far (see Figure 3),
and the Amazon S3 object API has become the de facto standard. Although it only offers limited user-definable metadata,
it still represents a substantial improvement over traditional file systems.
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Figure 3: A Rough Assessment of Cloud Market Share

Others
Amazon
Web Services
Rackspace
Verizon Enterprise
Solutions
IBM
Microsoft

Source: 451 Research Market Monitor: Cloud Computing

AWS’s substantial lead in the public cloud market suggests that compatibility with the S3 API should be a key consideration
when choosing a private cloud storage option, but as mentioned earlier, part of the remarkable flexibility of object storage
lies in its inherent ability to support multiple object APIs, as well as read capabilities for traditional file systems such as
NFS and SMB. The OpenStack Swift object API is another desirable interface for hybrid cloud applications because it offers
enhanced metadata capabilities, and it serves as a baseline, open source object framework that many storage vendors
have agreed to support. Object storage vendors may also offer a native API that could offer advanced features unavailable
in either S3 or OpenStack, so the decision to use a given API should be based on developing a hybrid cloud strategy that
utilizes the best combination of application support, management capabilities, policy control and cross-platform flexibility.

Metadata: The Great Enabler
We’ve mentioned the power of metadata many times in this document, but it’s important to understand that the wonderful
flexibility of metadata is also its biggest challenge because – just as with any database environment – the customization
options of user-defined metadata fields can be practically limitless. There are actually dozens of existing metadata standards
that were developed to address the specific needs of applications such as library services, life sciences, global positioning,
education, multimedia management and government services, but these standards are too specific for a general business
application.
What’s missing is a baseline metadata set that addresses some of the most common issues of data management and
protection, regardless of business application. Even a simple, industry-wide metadata model based on common businessrelated fields such as security level, data author, access rules, nation of origin, retention level, privacy requirements,
HIPAA control, litigation hold and perhaps a handful of other practical tags would go a long way in helping customers
address challenges of managing unstructured data across all storage tiers. This standardization would by no means restrict
additional customization based on customer needs or specific industry compliance requirements, but customers would
benefit from a reasonable baseline metadata set as a starting point, and that core framework of customer metadata should
be commonly extensible across all metadata-based storage platforms.
The IT industry is at the earliest stages of exploring metadata-based data management, and the growing challenges of
managing storage that spans multiple clouds will eventually become a driving force in the greater adoption and use of rich
metadata. Today, most operating systems and applications are primarily dependent on file-based storage systems that don’t
enable and enforce the collection of metadata at the time of data creation, but we believe that this will begin to change as
application developers, IT administrators and business stakeholders come to realize the critical need for metadata to more
effectively organize and manage the inevitable growth of unstructured business data.
Ultimately, the rich metadata capabilities of object storage enable customers to move, mine and manage unstructured data
– no matter where it travels across the cloud.
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Conclusions
Many of the storage challenges that enterprises face will continue to be caused by the growth of
unstructured data, and enterprise administrators will be challenged to reduce storage management
costs and make more efficient use of storage resources. In addition, business stakeholders are coming
to realize the potential of extracting information from legacy data, much of which now goes dark as it
moves through traditional tiers of storage.
The metadata capabilities of object storage have the ability to unlock the information within unstructured data and provide a powerful set of tools to leverage its content and manage its growth.
A metadata-rich object storage environment enables seamless and extremely granular data manipulation and protection capabilities – behind the scenes – while providing the flexibility of front-end
data-delivery capabilities that can match practically any application.
There are substantial benefits to be reaped from the combination of multi-tiered public cloud storage
and private cloud, but tapping into this hybrid storage model requires a new approach to storage
management. New hybrid cloud storage customers should assess the opportunities offered by both
on-premises and off-premises cloud, and make choices that are based on the best combination of
application support, management capabilities and policy control, as well as the ability to easily move
data between multiple cloud storage platforms.
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